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ABSTRACT

We analyze the nature of extended, localized and critical states in an extension of the

Aubry model where mobility edges have been reported. We calculate the multifractal spectra of

exact eigcnstates of this model for varying chain lengths and confirm the existence of mobility

edges. Moreover we are able u> show that the localized states can exhibit a behaviour rather dif-

ferent from the usual exponentially decaying states in a random potential. Lyapounov exponents

or participation ratios are unable to produce such information. Our results also indicate that a sta-

ble multifractal distribution is a general feature of crossovers of states of different nature. This

conjecture should be confirmed in other models.
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INTRODUCTION

Recently a number of papers hove been devoted to the
comparative study of one-dimensional electronic and vibratlonal states is
the presence of random, pseudorandom and incommensurable (or
quasiperiodtc) potentials

The most simple non-trivial quantum model of electronic motion in
the one-dimensional discrete Schrodinger equation whose eigenstates are
described by a difference equation of the form:

t * J n 4 l * t a s n _ t - l E ( i r - V n ) a , n

The o,n are the amplitudes on the nth site for the eigenstates

N

HI

corresponding to the eigenvalues E, of the Schrodinger equation Vn Is

the on-site diagonal potential and t is the hopping energy.

For random potentials Vn , equation (I) is nothing but the one-

dimensional tight-binding flnderson Model' .There exists rigorous results21

proving that for a Lorge class of probability distribution for Vn .all

states are exponentially localized and that there is no mobility edge

separating localized and extended states. For periodic potential Vn In

contrast the Bloch theorem ensures that ell the states are extended and
form o band structure.

There is a class of potentials for which the solutions of (Eq I)
exhibit a behaviour intermediate between these two extreme cases
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In this letter we are concerned with a potential of this type Introduced
recently by Griniasty and Fishman3'.

Vn = V cos ( 2tfn Q) (3 )

where V, Q and v are positive constants.
For Q rational and v integer, one gets back to the Bloch model,

whereas for Q Irrotlonel and v ) 2 it hos been shown3' that the model is
equivalent to the Rnderson model.

The case Q irrational and v = 1 (Harper model or almost Mathieu
equation) has been investigated by numerous authors. Beside its intrinsic
Interest in a number of specific problems, this model provide a simple
example to study the cross-over between periodic and random
potentials. The non linear coupling of the two incommensurate competing
periods, the lattice spacing equal to t and Q~\ the period of the
pseudorandom potential, leads to o very rich behaviour and structure of
the system.

In particular it has been shown as a result of a self duality
property4' that except in the particular case where Q Is a Liouvitle
number, a metoHnsulotor transition occurs at the critical value Vw • 2t.
Rt the self-dual point V^, the energy spectrum is a Cantor set, the
integrated density of states has a devil's stairecase structure and the
electronic states are neither localized nor extended in the usual sense
and exhibit a complex selfslmilar structure (critical states).
For V < 2t the spectrum is absolutely continuous and al l states are
extended while for V > 2t, the spectrum Is point-like and al l the states
are localized. The Localization of the electronic states Is independent of
the energy and there is no mobility edge.
For V < 2 and v < 1, Das Sarma et al.s> very recently have found that the
model has both localized and extended states, separated by a mobility
edge In the spectrum at the energy Ee - 2t - V. This result was found by
solving numerically Eq. (1-3) by direct diagonatization of the tight binding
HamHtonifin and by calculating the localization length using the recursive
transfer matrix method. They found extended states in the middle of the
band i.e. | E | < 2t - V and localized states for E > (2t - V) This discovery
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of a mobility edge is quite interesting since it was believed that one-
dimensional models do not allow for it6'.

Numerous computational calculations have shown that the wave
functions solutions of Eq (h3) exhibit structures much richer and much
more complex than the extended Bloch functions for periodic potentials
or the asymptotically exponentially decreasing eigenfunctions for
random potentials.

2.MULTJFRHCTHL SPECTRUM OF EIGENSTRTES

The mobility edge and the Localized-extended states transition
observed in model (Eq>3) and in a variety of similar incommensurate or
quasi-crystalline models have been mostly analyzed using the
Lyapounov exponent and the related localization length as well in some
case the participation ratio These quantities gives very limited
information on scaling and the type of localization or extension of the
quasiperiodic uiavefunctions. In some Instances the concept of Liapounov
exponent cannot be defined unambiguously.

Recently various approaches based on a multifractal analysis of
the wavefunctions have been proposed to deal with this problem7""1.
This method makes use of the ful l information of the scaling and fractal
properties of the wove functions by means of a multifractal spectrum
function which depends on the ensemble of its scaling exponents01.

In the particular case V-2t, v l , the wavefunction is critical and its
multifractal structure can be determined using the following procedure.
Following many other authors we choose Q to be the inverse golden
mean Q « (-^5 -1 )/2. In order to obtain the energy spectrum as well as
the eigenfunctions of (I) for an Irrational number Q, one studies a series

of onedtmensional chains with potential Vn * V cos ( 2irn CC1"' I where

the rational approximants Qfm> are the successive truncation of the
1 2 3

continued fraction expansion of Q. This gives Qfm' - fm-^fm • { - - T > e •
i _ %J Zt

5 8
g- • j j -...} where Fm is the nth Fibonacci number defined by a recursion

relation F,^, = Fm + F^,, with Fo • F, = 1. The successive chains have
lengths r*m'«Fm



The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the successive chains are
obtained by solving the eigenvalue problems rfmJ ^ • E +*m| where rfm)

(ml
is a tridiagonal matrix with Vn on the diagonal and t on the two side

diagonals If we consider an infinite chain with periodicity Vn + n(m) = Vn ,
the system is periodic with period Mffi| and can be solved by the Bloch
theorem and M1*' are formed around the M1"1' levels.
Rlthough the diagonalization of tfm'x rfm| matrices with Ntm) of the order
of iff'-IO5 is time and memory consuming it is the only secure way to
avoid taking states in the many gaps as this has been done in the past
(cf Ref 13 and 14).

Consider the t4mi sites of the chain as the partition of the wave
function i|> ( (2) and let us take the sequence of the square of the

normalized probability amplitude Ph • ajn . For each chain of length Htm)

and each eigenstate I we can define the partition X , ( I / N H and the
exponent t*1"1 - (q - I) DHlq) where Dtq) Is the order q generalized
dimension0':

For t4mi going to infinity, the contribution to Xq with a given q
comes from a subset of sites n, covering a fractal. The number of these
sites

N, ~ {f4mi}fq] where flq) Is the fractal dimension of the subset.
Further more each probability amplitude in each subset q, P*, is
approximatively constant and defined by the asymptotic relation

( MP, - ĵ mT where a(q) Is the crowding index The elimination

of q between flq) and <*(q) leads to the f{er) spectrum. The generalized
dimensions and the multtfractal spectrum (f and a ) are related by the
Legendre transformation icf Feder fc>):
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(q -1) Dlq) • f (q|« cr q - f(aj with a - dtlql/dq

From that relation one gets f as a function of a from the computed
values of t(q).

For an extended wave function one should have <* - l,f(«) -t. For a
etectronic state exponentially localized on a lattice site the spectrum
fla) consists of two points, f • 0 at a * 0 and f • I at a -» *>.For an infinite
chain the point a = 0 corresponds to the sites with nonzero cv, and the
point a - «> to the other sites For a critical wave function with a
distribution of scaling Indices one expects a smooth function f(«) defined
in a

The purpose of this letter 1$ to show, using two different set of
parameters that the localized states of model (1-3) can exhibit rather
different behaviour when they are analyzed in terms of their
multifractal properties. UJe hope that this study will clarify the nature of
electronic states in a wider class of models of electrons in pseudo-
random or quasiperiodic potentials

3 MULTlFRRCTfil RNRLVSIS OF CRITFCRL, EXTENDED flHD LOCRLIZED STRTES
OF THE GENERRLJZEO flUBRY MODEL.

UJe first consider the transition from the flubry critical state
(V-2t,vl) to the localized states when v < I We choose exact
eigenstetes in the vicinity of 0 energy and calculate the spectrum fla I
using the procedures described in the preceding section.
Figure 1 exhibits the spectrum fta) at critical it y . fls the size increases the
spectrum converges towards a curve expressing the self-similar nature
of the critical state represented by a spectrum of exponents a with a
bounded distribution of multifractal dimensions f|«) having its maximum
at I ,the Hausdorff dimension of the support.
Rs we change v from 1 to 0.999, we see (Fig2) that the spectrum of a and
its distribution f(al changes completely. The range of a values is
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increased and l a , ^ - o^\ > lotmu, - <x^Xr The f(») distribution Is
hotuever rather different from the distribution characterizing a finite
size random wavefunction which is known to be of exponentially
decaying nature as the one shown in Fig 3. This difference reflects the
power-Law nature of the localized waves functions for v - 0 999 in the
extended flubry model (Eq>3) (cf Fig 4).

The second example corresponds to the situation where a mobility
edge has been predicted by Das Sarma et al. s l We consider the case V = t
If v - 1 the system Is globally extended If v < I, a mobility edge appears
at 2t - V. The f|a) distribution at the mobility edge is shown in Fig 5 for
different sizes and v • 0.4.

The study of the evolution of the spectrum f(<*) as we sweep the
band is revealing of the interesting and unusual behaviour exhibited by
the electronic states In this model and confirms the existence of a
extended localized transition separeted by a mobility gap The f(a)
analysis we present here however allows a deeper understanding of the
nature of the eigenstates as compared to the those in three dimension
disordered systems with mobility edges.

- For |£|« Ec, an energy well inside the band the multifractal analysis of
the wave functions shows that we have extended states characterized
by a , f(a) -> t es the size of the chain Increases. (Fig 6)

- fls we go to an energy E = [2t - V), we observe (Fig 5)a sudden change In
the spectrum of exponents a leading to a relatively broader allowed
region (<*„„ - <*„*,) for <* while f(a) values are not restricted to be close
to one. Hs the size increases the f[<*J curve undergoes a small
contraction while flex) at <* »<*„*, * o tends to zero fllthough the shape of
f(of] stabilizes much slower with the size of the chain, this behaviour is
very similar to what is observed for the critical states transition i.e, V<2t
-> V=2t and v - I in the flubry model. This is due to the superposition of
delocalized (oscillatory) states and emerging localized states just at E *
Ec [cf. Fig. ?).

Our results indicate that a stable multifractal distribution is a
general feature of crossovers of states of different nature. This
conjecture should be confirmed in other models
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While our calculations for E > Ec {Fig 8) VO 40, V - t show a <*
spectrum distribution very similar to that of a globally localized
exponentially decaying in Fd random chains, the most interesting feature
in this case is the coexistence of locally localized as well oscillatory
states The effect of this structure on the resistivity has been
investigated in another publication l7).

It is interesting to notice from the a-f(a) curve that a , ^ and f l * , ^ )
tends to zero as the size Increases and that f(orl -> 1 for a > > <*„*, (i e as
oc becomes larger and larger). However an essential difference with the
random problem is the decrease of a ^ with size. This is a consequence
of the extended Intermittences exhibited by wavefunctions in this case.
This very specific structure is due to the increase of the quasi
periodicity with the size of the chain and has been discussed by Das
Sanrna5*. Here we have shown for the first time how this structure
affects the behaviour of the spectrum fla).
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f igure 1 f(c«l spectrum erf the flubry I v - II critical s to le in the middle C4f

the band (E ~ 0 I for two di f ferent lengths H =-- \n,Wt< odd H -

17,7711 The etgenstates are E = Z iie83634(;,529 ii242>{ICr7 and f. =
3.45989590'1420485xl(r7 (t = 0 I)

Figure 2 f {a) spectrum of two extended flubry model Iv = 1 and v -
0.999 , V« 2t , t - 0.11 eigenstates at the middle of the band for H =

17,711 E = 3.45989590442O485X0"7 and E * -5.4O?85552?OO98l5xO-7

Figure 3 f l a l spectrum for the middle band eigenstete and N * 17,711 for
an a l loy 1-d random potent ia l e n = -0.001, eB = -0.1, c^ = 0.2

Figure 4 Eigenfunction fo r the v = 0999 of Fig. 2

Figure 5. f l a ) spectrum for the mobility edge eigenstate Ec of the

extended flubry model I v • 0.40, V =t=01) for three di f ferent lengths I H =

10,946: , N= 17,711 : + • * + + • • , N = 28,657: ) The

corresponding Ec eigenenvalues are 0.10001440064680,

010014393922885,010011025156718

Figure 6 f ( » l spectrum fo r extended eigenstates to r di f ferent sizes in the

extended flubry model \v = 0.40. V =t=0!| f o r an eigenvalues < Ec ( N •

10,946 , N = 17,711 *****4 * \ The corresponding eigenvalues are E

= 4.004704l8?37?5320xl0- ; ! r and 4 rj043664863l8?50xlLT2

Figure 7 Elgenstates at E(: corresponding to the N = 28,657 ta in of Fig 5

Figure 8. f|a| spectrum for localized etgenstates for three different
sizes in the extended flubry model Iv = 0 40. V -t=0.1) for an eigenvalues >
Ec. I N= 17,711 , N = 6765: , N= 4181 • • • • + + ) The
corresponding eigenvalues are E = u 120022764556811, E»
0.120022759305147 and E • 01200224755983881
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